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Abstract—The presence of relatively short time constants ( 20
nS) in the impulse response of the thermal chirp of directly mod-
ulated DFB lasers is shown to significantly reduce the deleterious
effects of interferometric noise in fiber-optic systems with multi-
paths. Compared with the chirp-free case of external modulation,
thermal chirp can improve crosstalk tolerance by as much as 5 dB
for eight interferers at 622 Mb/s and 13 dB at 80 Mb/s. This im-
provement was studied both theoretically and experimentally for
several lasers. Simulations results match the experimental data,
while two simplified semi-analytical models provide qualitative de-
scription.

Index Terms—Crosstalk interference, distributed feedback
(DFB) lasers, error analysis, laser chirp, optical communication,
optical modulation, optical noise, power penalties.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPTICAL networks of the future will incorporate optical
switching and routing, creating flexible layers able to sup-

port a wide range of high bandwidth services. As a result of
the added complexity and nonideal nature of the optical com-
ponentry utilized in their implementation, parasitic signals will
be generated [1]–[9]. These multipath signals interfere with the
wanted data signals, producing phase to intensity noise referred
to as interferometric noise [1], [10]–[13]. Interferometric noise
results in large degradations in the channel BER performance
of an optical network, inducing power penalties and in extreme
cases error floors.

One mechanism, which results in a reduction of the level
of interferometric noise, occurs on direct modulation of the
semiconductor laser sources through chirp. Chirp broadens the
output optical spectrum and hence the noise spectrum in the
electrical domain, subsequently filtered by the bandwidth of
the receiver. At subgigabits per second data rates, thermal chirp
is the main cause of noise filtering [2], [14].

Thermal chirp causes a small change in the center frequency
of the source over a logical bit, characterized by time constants
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as short as 10 ns [2], [15]. Therefore, there exists a finite prob-
ability that a crosstalk signal, derived from a parasitic delayed
replica of the data, will possess a significantly different wave-
length than that of the desired data signal. The resultant beating
between the signals moves the center frequency of the noise
out of the bandwidth of the receiver, producing substantial fil-
tering of the level of interferometric noise. For a DFB laser,
directly modulated at 80 Mb/s, the performance difference has
been measured to be as large as 13 dB in the total crosstalk mag-
nitude when compared to the externally modulated case [2].

This paper details the role of thermal chirp in reducing the
power penalties imposed by delayed replica crosstalk in fiber-
optic systems. A numerical simulation for the BER in the pres-
ence of crosstalk is laid out in Section II, followed by the ex-
perimental results in Section III. Approximate, semianalytical
models for the system power penalties, which are capable of
describing the general trends of noise filtering, are suggested in
the discussion of Section IV. Concluding remarks are given in
Section V.

II. I NTERFEROMETRICNOISE IN COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

A. Noise Statistics and Error Probabilities for Infinite
Detection Bandwidth

In many practical communication systems, multiple reflec-
tions within the link may create delayed replicas of the signal,
acting as interfering crosstalk [1], [3]–[8], [11]–[13], [16]–[24].
In the presence of one such interferer, delayed by, aligned with
the polarization of the signal and attenuated by , the pho-
tocurrent is given by

(1)

denotes the instantaneous optical field, defined by
, , and , which represent laser amplitude, central

optical frequency and phase, respectively. is the detected
photocurrent and the detector responsivity in [A/W]. The
photocurrent consists of three terms, representing signal,
intersymbol interference andinterferometric noise, in which
the laser phase fluctuations create noisy intensity variations
upon detection. For a normalized signal value of ,
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interferometric noise is bound by while intersymbol
interference is limited to . Consequently, interferometric
noise is known to degrade fiber-optic systems performance
even when the crosstalk magnitude is as small as dB,
while intersymbol interference alone could be tolerated up to

dB [1].
This work is limited to the category ofincoherentinterfer-

ence, where all delays are much longer than the source coher-
ence time, and for which the probability density function (pdf)
of the interferometric noise is given by [11], [12], [22], [25],
[26]

(2)

Theoretically, would approach infinity at the bounds
of . In practice, the overall noise pdf is smoothed and
broadened by detector noise and the simultaneous existence of
several interferers [12], [13].

When incoherent replicas interfere simultaneously, the
noise distribution becomes more complicated. For a large
number of interferers, the distribution gradually becomes
Gaussian, as governed by the central limit theorem. However,
since the pdf for a single interferer, (2), is highly non-Gaussian
to begin with, considerable differences are encountered be-
fore convergence to the Gaussian limit. These inaccuracies,
especially in the low probability tails of the pdf, could lead to
erroneous estimates of system performance, as pointed out in
[5], [8], [12], [18], [20], and [25]. Nevertheless, a Gaussian
pdf for multiple interferers is often assumed for its analytic
convenience, producing accurate results for a large number of
replicas [3], [6], [8], [17], [20]. In [4] a numerical treatment of
the non-Gaussian pdf is proposed, while in [22] a probability
distribution which provides a tight upper bound for the impli-
cation of this type of noise on optical networks is developed.
An analytic expression for the multiple interference pdf was
first suggested by Cornwell, using a recursive approach [26]

(3)

where denotes convolution. For binary signals with an infi-
nite extinction ratio, only those interfering signals, which carry
light at a given moment (logical “1”), contribute to the level of
interferometric noise. Since the random input data is evenly dis-
tributed between “0” and “1,” the number of contributing signals
at any given moment is binomially distributed between 0 and,
and the averaged pdf is [1], [2]

(4)

In the presence of the detector thermal noise, the probability
that a “1” on the main signal will be misinterpreted as “0” by
the decision circuit is given by

(5a)

where
decision level;

pdf of the detector thermal noise.

Fig. 1. Power penalties versus total crosstalk as a function of the number of
interferers, infinite detection bandwidth.

Neglecting the secondary interferometric noise, generated be-
tween the interferers, the probability that a “0” on the main
signal will be misinterpreted as “1” by the decision circuit, has
a much simpler form

erfc (5b)

where is the variance of the zero mean, Gaussian distribution
of . The expected system BER is given by the average of
the two probabilities of (5a) and (5b). Since the interferometric
noise broadens the photocurrent distribution for a transmitted
“1” beyond the thermal noise limit, a higher level of the op-
tical power at the detector is required to maintain the same BER
as compared to crosstalk-free operation. The required increase
in power, also called thepower penalty, has been studied ex-
tensively [1], [3]–[8], [11], [19], [20], [22], [25], and its exact
magnitude generally depends on the crosstalk level, number of
interferers and BER. Fig. 1 shows the required power penalty as
a function of total crosstalk for several values of, as calculated
from (5a) and (5b). As the number of the interfering terms in-
creases, the pdf approaches a Gaussian form with characteristic
long tails, resulting in a corresponding increase of the power
penalty.

B. The Power Penalty with Finite Detection Bandwidth

Thus far it has been assumed that the system detection band-
width is infinite, so that no noise filtering takes place upon de-
tection. In practical cases, however, the detector electrical band-
width is limited and is often matched to the information bit
rate. The finite bandwidth is beneficial in reducing the white,
Gaussian thermal noise of the detector, and may also have a
dramatic effect on crosstalk-induced performance degradation
[1]–[4]. The interferometric noise power spectral density (PSD)
is given by the Fourier transform of its autocorrelation function
[11], [27], [28]. Using the expression of (1) for the case of a
single interferer and assuming a laser of Lorenzian line shape
with linewidth , the PSD becomes [11]

(6)

In a practical communication system, the interferometric
noise power would be given by integrating (6) over the detection
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Fig. 2. Numerical simulation flowchart.

bandwidth . Therefore, when the spectral width of the laser
source exceeds the bit rate, the interferometric noise power
could be filtered and reduced, resulting in improved system
performance. An alternative perception of the noise reduction
possibility would be that a broader linewidth increases the
chance of two interfering signals beating outside the detection

Fig. 3. Simulated power penalties as a function of total crosstalk, laser #3,
eight interferers: (a) external modulation, (b) direct modulation at 622 Mb/s, (c)
direct modulation at 80 Mb/s, and (d) intersymbol interference.

bandwidth. The thermal chirp of directly modulated lasers
was shown to broaden the linewidth beyond the amplitude
modulation rate, even for bit rates of 622 Mb/s [15], [29]. This
broadening suggests that the use of direct modulation could
improve the system tolerance to delayed replica crosstalk,
through the mechanism of thermal chirp.

The BER of a communication link of a finite detection band-
width in the presence of crosstalk was examined, here, by a nu-
merical simulation, based upon generating the complex enve-
lope of the optical field at the output of the laser source

(7)

The complex envelope consists of instantaneous amplitude
, chosen as a random data sequence, and an instanta-

neous phase , which is obtained by a continuous integra-
tion of the varying optical frequency over time. The optical fre-
quency is the sum of two separate contributions: a random com-
ponent representing the laser inherent linewidth , and a
deterministic thermal chirp component imposed by the modu-
lating sequence . The phase noise frequency component
is randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribution. In the case
of direct modulation, the data signal also serves as the modu-
lating current sequence for chirp generation. The thermal chirp
component can be obtained by applying a digital filter, whose
response is equivalent to that of the laser thermal characteris-
tics, to the modulating sequence. A similar procedure was pre-
viously used to estimate the power spectral density of directly
modulated lasers [29]. The exact filter parameters, determined
by the characteristic time constants of each laser and their re-
spective coefficients, are given in the Appendix. A model of two
time constants is sufficient for the high bit rate of modern op-
tical communication systems.

The output of the digital filter, , is the instantaneous
shift of optical frequency of the modulated laser. of (7)
can now be fully evaluated. Several delayed replicas are added
to the desired signal, and the total optical field is square-law de-
tected and low-pass filtered by a matched, fourth-order Butter-
worth filter. The filtered signal is sampled at the middle of each
bit, and the pdf of the photocurrent at the decision point is gener-
ated. This pdf, which includes the effect of the finite electronic
bandwidth, can now be convolved with the Gaussian thermal
noise and the system BER can be evaluated [cf., (5a) and (5b)].
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Fig. 4. Experimental test bed for BER measurements with multiple interferers.

Fig. 5. Power penalties versus total crosstalk for different number of
interferers for laser diode #3 at 622 Mb/s.

Using this procedure [4], [22], only the interferometric noise
distribution is obtained numerically, while the effect of detector
thermal noise is analytically incorporated. The simulation flow
chart is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows the results of the simulation for two bit
rates. Also shown are the case of external modulation, which
was directly calculated from (5a) and (5b), and the limit of
intersymbol interference. The thermal chirp response of the
specific laser considered in the simulation is governed by
time constants of 10 and 110 ns, with respective coefficients
of 0.14 and 0.4 GHz/mA [15], [29], and the modulation
current was 33 mA. The phase noise spectrum of the laser
under direct modulation is broadened due to transient chirp,
and an experimentally observed linewidth of 250 MHz [30]
was assumed for simulations. As expected, the presence of
the thermal chirp allows for much higher crosstalk levels for
a given power penalty. Also, the noise filtering effect of the
thermal chirp under direct modulation is stronger for slower
bit rates for two reasons: i) longer bits experience larger
thermal frequency deviations and ii) slower bit rates require
narrower filters. Indeed, when the bit rate slows down from
622 to 80 Mb/s, the enhancement of crosstalk tolerance rises
from 5 to nearly 14 dB. The upper limit for noise filtering
capabilities is represented by the situation of intersymbol
interference, in which no interferometric noise exists and
the signal is only corrupted by additive crosstalk power. As
may be seen in Fig. 3, this upper bound is not yet reached
at 80 Mb/s.

Fig. 6. Power penalties as a function of total crosstalk, laser #3, eight
interferers. (a) External modulation-theory. (b) Direct modulation at 622
Mb/s-experiment. (c) Direct modulation at 622 Mb/s-simulation. (d)
Direct modulation at 80 Mb/s-experiment. (e) Direct modulation at 80
Mb/s-simulation. (f) Intersymbol interference-theory.

III. EXPERIMENT

A multi-arm Mach–Zehnder interferometer comprising one
data arm and eight interfering arms was used to measure the
effect of interferometric noise filtering. The delays of the
eight crosstalk arms were chosen to be long enough to keep
all interfering terms incoherent. Polarizations were aligned by
maximizing the received RF power, representing the worst-case
condition [31]. The receiver was ac-coupled. The experimental
setup is shown schematically in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental power penalties as a function of
the total crosstalk level for laser diode #3, operating at 622 Mb/s
with the number of interferers varying between 1 and 8. The
BER level for all experiments was 10. Significant improve-
ment of the system performance is observed, compared with the
case of external modulation. The results indicate that the worst
performance is observed for a medium number of interfering
terms. The results for eight interferers are compared with pre-
dictions of the numerical simulations in Fig. 6, for modulating
bit rates of 80 and 622 Mb/s. The use of direct modulation is
seen to improve the system crosstalk tolerance by almost 5 dB
at 622 Mb/s, and 13 dB at 80 Mb/s [2]. A good agreement be-
tween experiment and simulation is observed, as the simulation
results overestimate the performance improvement by 0.3 dB at
622 Mb/s and less than 1 dB at 80 Mb/s.

The enhancement of laser phase noise due to transient chirp
is partially responsible for the observed filtering of interfer-
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Fig. 7. Power penalties versus total crosstalk of four different laser diodes for eight interferers at 622 Mb/s.

ometric noise, as demonstrated in Fig. 7, which displays the
power penalties of four different lasers for eight interferers at
622 Mb/s. The observed noise filtering for laser #2 is stronger
than that of laser #3, even though its thermal chirp is smaller in
magnitude (see Table I). However, it was experimentally found
[30] that laser #2 possesses a far larger transient chirp than all
other lasers, which also limits its modulation rate to 622 Mb/s.
This broader linewidth contributes to the extent of noise fil-
tering, beyond the expected effect of thermal chirp.

IV. DISCUSSION—APPROXIMATE MODELS FORNOISE

FILTERING

As noted above, the simulation described in Section II well
matches the experimental data. However, generating the inter-
ferometric noise pdf numerically could become rather lengthy
and time consuming. In search for a more convenient method
for estimating noise reduction capabilities, two approximate
models were proposed [2], [26], [30], [32].

The first and simplest model classifies the noise levels in a
binary manner, based on the separation of the central optical
frequencies between data and interference. When the separation
is smaller than the detection bandwidth, a fully developed
interferometric noise is assumed, with the pdf of (2). On the
other hand, when the frequency separation is wider than, the
interferometric noise is assumed to be completely filtered out
by the detection circuitry. The main advantage of this method is
that the entire filtering mechanism may be fully described by a
single parameter, representing the probability of the frequency
difference falling in band. However, this model suffers from a
major drawback, for it completely overlooks the possibility of
partial filtering. The value of depends on the bit rate, and may
be numerically determined using the thermal chirp parameters,
measured in [2] and [15]. The parameters for the various lasers
tested in this work are given in Table I. Onceis established,
the overall pdf for n interferers is modified according to [2]

(8)

TABLE I
THERMAL CHIRP PARAMETERS FOR THE

VARIOUS TESTEDLASERS

The possibility of partial noise filtering is introduced into
a more elaborate model, in which the frequency response of
the detection filter is considered. When the optical frequencies
of signal and interference are separated by, the effective
crosstalk power is attenuated by the filter response . The
shape of the pdf, however, is assumed to remain the same as that
of (2)

(9)

The pdf of may be numerically calculated from the
thermal chirp parameters, and the overall noise pdf is then de-
termined as a weighted sum over . This model represents an
intermediate approach, as the filtering effect is represented by a
continuous function of instead of a single parameter, while
the pdf may still be given analytically. However, this model still
does not account for the fact that the finite bandwidth alters
the noise statistics, as well as its overall power [12], [13], [33].
The actual filtered noise statistics gradually move from the
U-shaped form to a more centered distribution [12], [13], so
that the approximate models overestimate the crosstalk induced
errors.

The two approximate models were compared with the com-
plete numerical simulations for the case of laser #3, operating
with eight interferers at 622 Mb/s. While the simulation predicts
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an enhancement of 5 dB in crosstalk tolerance, the two models
result in more modest estimates of 2 and 3 dB, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

Laser thermal chirp is shown to effectively filter the interfer-
ometric noise introduced by delayed replica crosstalk in optical
systems, for bit rates as high as 622 Mb/s. The system tolerance
to crosstalk at a given power penalty is improved by 3.5–6.5
dB and an improvement of∼13 dB is observed for 80 Mb/s.
To achieve substantial noise reduction at higher bit rates, lasers
having even shorter time constants must be developed. The ex-
perimental results are well supported by theoretical predictions,
based on a numerical simulation of the signal complex envelope
for random sequence, direct modulation.

APPENDIX

THERMAL CHIRP SIMULATION USING DIGITAL FILTERING

The impulse response of the thermal chirp is well modeled
by a sum of exponential functions with different time constants,
each representing the thermal capacitance and conductivity of a
single layer in the semiconductor laser structure [15]

(A1)

The response is that of an N-stage resonance–capacity (RC)
low-pass filter. The instantaneous optical frequency of a directly
modulated laser can then be expressed by a convolution of the
modulating waveform with the chirp response of (A1) [15]. Al-
ternatively, an equivalent digital filter may be applied to the
modulating waveform. The order of the filter is determined by
the number of time constants required to accurately describe the
optical frequency. A two-constants model is sufficient for the bit
rates discussed in this work, so that the digital filter vectors con-
sist of three coefficients. The filter coefficients are determined
by the chirp response parameters and the sampling rate as fol-
lows [34]:

(A2)

where for a sampling rate of

(A3)

The use of digital filters is best suited for simulating long data
sequences and general, nonsquare pulses [29].
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